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NOT all whites in southern Africa were idle, rich slave-drivers living off the exploited labour of blacks, as some stereotypes would have it. During the early twentieth century, a class of poor whites emerged. They resisted the forces which impoverished them, and searched for allies which could save them from the fate of proletarianisation. Yet many thousands of whites lost their grip on the land and were forced into the cities. This process was both tragic and ugly: on the one hand, people were subjected to the experiences of dispossession and poverty, and on the other there developed racist and aggressively nationalist attitudes which were to scar South African history, and there was also violent resistance, most notably in the outbreak of the Rebellion in 1914.

In *WHITE BUT POOR* the processes which rendered white people poor are described and analysed. In a number of regionally specific studies, the contributors bring to light the lives and fortunes of less-privileged, mostly Afrikaans-speaking southern Africans who came to be known derogatorily as 'poor whites'.